
The CELLO collection is a series of storage furniture made with your needs in mind. The sideboards have 
plenty of room for all your beloved things. The design is sleek with its clean lines and bright colours. The 
contemporary designed furniture does not scream for attention but will give your home a harmonious and 
delicate look. 

The white body is combined with white or oak fronts. The metal material reappears in the legs and the 
handles and adds to the appearance of a design of simplicity. The white fronts have a nice structure that 
are visible through the lacquered surface.

TENZO
COLOUR NO.

Made in Sweden
The technical knowledge and sense of 
design from Tenzo pursued the development all 
the way from idea to production. The creation 
process of CELLO is genuine and precise. All 
coloured parts are painted in our own factory 
with the latest technology. After the painting 
process, all pieces of furniture are 
inspected and packed in our E-commerce 
approved packaging.

Colour no.
951 OAK/WHITE

Colour no.
001 WHITE

SIMPLY SCANDINAVIAN

Excites your living
www.tenzo.se

CELLO

Details
The fronts are made of structured oak mela-
mine or lacquered structured melamine. The 
top and sides extend over the doors which 
gives the furniture a nice detailed frame. The 
gap between the thin top and the base makes 
the top look like it´s floating. Legs and 
handles are made of aluminium which is 
covered by a matte lacquer to create a 
genuine feeling.  

Designed by TENZO
The product is designed by the product team at 
tenzo. The team always work closely together 
with the production to make sure that each 
piece is designed to fully benefit the skills and 
capacity of our production facility in Sweden. 
There are no middle hands or compromises 
that change the design from its original idea. 

Soft-close
The hinges of CELLO have 
integrated soft-close and the drawers have 
a soft self-closing function. The soft-close 
catches the doors and 
drawers and makes it close slowly, silently and 
softly.


